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A warm welcome to this first edition of 

e-Magazine! We are glad to present this 

edition.  

P K Roy Memorial College Dhanbad is 

committed to ensure all round development 

of its students. This commitment prepares 

the students to fare their best in 

curricular, co-curricular and 

extracurricular activities at different 

levels and bring laurels to the college and 

society. Launching of college e- magazine 

is an ambitious effort to provide platform 

for students to exhibit their hidden 

talent. They will get exposure through 

their creativity in different aspects. It 

is the outcome of the vision, motivation, 

and able guidance of Hon’ble principal Dr B 

K Sinha. 

EDITORIAL DESK 

 



Principal’s Desk 

Change and evolution are rule of the 

nature. It takes its own course and time. The 

change that we have observed since March 

2020 was unexpected and unprecedented. 

Conversion of Corona virus pathogen to 

COVID – 19 pandemics was so fast that the 

humanity was taken aback. Thousands and 

thousands of people have died due to COVID 

– 19 throughout the globe. No medicine or 

vaccine available for treatment.  

This is not for the first time that the humanity is facing pandemics. World 

has seen pandemics like Spanish flue, Plague, influenza, Ebola, and many more 

in the past. But this time the pandemic was different and locked all. Humanity 

was locked behind the four walls as the social distancing was the only method 

to contain the pandemic, especially in our country. 

All on a sudden schools and colleges switched on to an alternative method of 

communication – internet, to minimise the academic loss. Not all were trained 

for this new system, but all tried to cope with the situation and did their best.  

PK Roy Memorial College also came forward and took the challenge to 

address this new type of problem. The faculty members and support staff with 

little experience or training on online/ virtual classes, organised classes and 

reached to their students and study materials were delivered to them. The 

handy smart phone of the teachers and students became powerful tool in this 

period to cope with the challenge. Limitations were there like - internet speed, 

internet connectivity and power supply. But every challenge is an opportunity 

and we did it.  

College was having a plan to take care of its students and decided not to 

compromise with the quality of education as well as their personality 

development. The college organised an online competition “Fighting Corona with 

Creativity”. It was a grand success. The College team organised Painting, 

Slogan, Essay, Story writing and Quiz completions.Thousands of students of B 

B M K University participated. The results will be published on 5th June – on 

“World Environment Day”. This was aimed to minimise the stress of students 

during lockdown. 
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We stepped forward and decided to teach students of other college under 

the BBMK University and the college is proud to record that we cater to the 

needs of thousands of students of other than P K Roy Memorial College. We 

tried to strengthen the college website. Tried to post all relevant information on 

the website of the college. Our team created an e-library and all study materials 

are achieved. Students can browse and get relevant study material of their 

respective subjects and course.  

During the COVID -19 lockdown period the college cultural society 

created a video to inspire, instil confidence among the students. This video will 

be a milestone and will add new dimension in the personality development 

programme of the college.    

We also conducted a feedback survey of students for the ongoing online/virtual 

classes. We asked 26 questions from the students.  

We were surprised to know some of the results of the feedback. A few of the 

reactions of the students are mentioned below: 

 
“1.Not all classes are good. Some of them are very good. 2. Lack of Real-time 

understanding with mathematics class. 3. Facing Network issues often. 4. Timing 

of classes not similar to college timing. I have another course class that's why I 

have timing issue. 5. Everyone has a limited data pack and it's not enough to 

attend all classes in a day.” 

 

“The Classes are really helpful for us provided by our teachers and college during 

the lock-down period and notes are also really good and way of teaching by our 

department teachers is very impressive and understanding. But some of our 

classmatesstay far away from the city area so they can’t connect or join classes. 

So, we request to you for more online classes for our next semester courses. 

Thank you”. 

Other questions were related with course, tools used amount of study 

material, logistics. A few of the feedback are as follow: 
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The college tried to reach to maximum number of students of all running 

semesters. The feedback is as follow:   
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These are a few reactions of the students. On the other hand, we tried to 

produce an e-Magazine. The first issue is here. I hope this magazine will become 

popular among the students and it will give reflection of the activities of the 

college. 

During lockdown all the online activities were only possible due the 

visionary Vice-Chancellor - Prof (Dr.) Anjani Kumar Srivastav, his ideas and 

opportunity extended to the P K Roy made this College an excellent and it 

worked as premier college of Jharkhand. 

 

Last but not the least, I thank all faculty members, technical support, and 

College Office staff to make the online programme a success. 

 

Braj Kishore Sinha 

04/06/2020 
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During Lockdown, 
Online Classes with 
Many Applications 
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 P K Roy Memorial College, Dhanbad 
added a feather to its cap in the 
academic field by successfully running 
online classes during lockdown period. 
Under the able guidance of Dr. B.K. 
Sinha, Principal ofP K Roy Memorial 
College, Dhanbad and Nodal Officer, 
Online Courses during lockdown, 
BBMKU Dhanbad. Online Classes 
through different modes like Edmodo, 
Zoom, Google Meet, GoToMeeting, 
WhatsAppetc.were initiated.   

This endevour was highly appreciated by 
students, parents and BBMKU 
administration. It also received 
overwhelming support from teachers who 
discharged their duties in disseminating 
education to students in the period with 
sincerely and devotion However, they had to face some 
problem at initial stage. Participation 
of students in these classes was 
encouraging. Students from other 
college of BBMKU also got benefit out 
of it as they were allowed to join in 
these classes. The desired goal could 
be achieved only due to motivation 
and proper guidance of head of the 
institution and wholehearted 
cooperation of his team. 
 

BY - DR M L MAHTO 
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The study of Science without the experiments is like eating a well cooked food 

without salt in it. The soul will be missed and heavily at that, and that too, to the extent 

of spoiling the main purpose. Theory and its understanding is all very good but it is of no 

use if is not verified by experiments. The experiments and their outcome should not only 

support a theoretical fact but also should strengthen it and provide solidarity for its wide 

acceptance. 

For the learners and students of Science only theory may often become monotonous. But 

just after a theory class on any topic the opportunity of verifying and doing the fact 

checking practically by conducting an experiment can be fun and also goes a long way to 

sustain the interest in the subject. Often a seemingly very hard and laborious theory 

topic can be understood easily by performing a simple experiment. Various experiments, 

practicals in laboratory not only help in understanding the theory well but also helps a 

great deal on the application part with an input in preparation for real life situations. The 

aim should always be to apply the theory learned, which can be fulfilled only if one does 

experiments in class and tries to justify it with the underlying theory. 
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Performing experiments in laboratory improves the observation skills of the 

students, they learn about the factors and sources of errors which can crop up while 

doing an experiment and also the ways of minimizing them. They understand the need 

and importance of taking many readings which minimizes errors. Another important 

aspect of performing an experiment is that it provides joy of doing something hands on. 

The creativity as well as learning capacity improves a lot. Quite often a graph made from 

compiling data of an experiment shows a clearer picture which a theory may take many 

pages to explain. Students should always be encouraged to attend the practical classes, 

performing experiments and also to develop some simple experiments on their own for 

depicting the theory. For this Science exhibition, model making competitions etc. should 

be conducted time to time by the institutions which will provide an enormous impetus 

for making basic Science popular among students. Much difficult theory can be learned 

through simple experiments and also a Science model helps in the application of the 

theory for its better understanding. 

In a nutshell, it can be said that learning theory is important but learning it with 

experiment is learning to the core, as an experiment completes a theory and also goes a 

long way in enlightening a spark of curiosity, sense of discovery and an overwhelming joy 

of creativity among students which drive them towards excellence.  

Our institution, P. K. Roy Memorial College has got well equipped laboratories which 

provide the students the required platform for doing experiments as well as enhancing 

their experimental skills. 

 
BY - DR SAYANTAN SIL 



 

  

 

 

The National Service Scheme (NSS) in India was started in 1969. This 
public service program is sponsored by the Government of India and 
is conducted by Department of Youth Affairs and sports.  National 
Service Scheme is a voluntary program in which young people from 
colleges, universities and also +2 level work towards creating a 
campus -community linkage.  

The symbol of the National Service Scheme (NSS) is a Rath Wheel 
from the Konark Sun Temple or the Black Pagoda which is situated in 
Orissa, India. It signifies the movement taking place in life through the 
time and space, it shows us the continuity and changes in a life. It also 
indicates the hard work of NSS in the field to bring social change 
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The aim behind the program of NSS is to provide help to everyone who needs 
it, to enhance and bring a better change in standard of living and the way they 
lead their life with dignity.  

National Service Scheme is beneficial to both students as well as the society in 
various different means. NSS helps the students to grow individually and also 
as a group. It makes the students confident, develop leadership skill and gain 
knowledge about different people from different walks of life. Students also 
learn other skills that help them lead a better life in various situations. It 
teaches us to be disciplined and organized with the objectives we set for 
ourselves and our goals. P K Roy Memorial College organized various 
programme to meet the theme of NSS. 
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Coordinator - NSS  



  

 
India is a developing country which needs 2 million jobs per month. 

But there are limited job creation in govt. and large industries. 

Entrepreneurship not only required for self-employment but also provides 

jobs to others. Entrepreneurship helps the country in many ways, like 

increasing purchasing power of individual, increases GDP, provides better 

lifestyle and supports large industries because large companies cannot 

make every small parts. Entrepreneurship is mind-set which can be 

understood as initiating innovation in business situations to transform 

them into economic benefits. Jharkhand has rich resources of minerals, 

coal and the most important “young skilled students”. To motivate our 

students we organized an interactive Invited Talk by Dr. Santosh Kumar 

(HOD, Department of Chemistry & Institute SSIP Coordinator; Sankalchand 

Patel University, Gujarat, on “Idea Generation for Student Start-up and 

Innovation” at MP Hall, P.K. Roy Memorial College, on 1st February 2020. 

Dr. Santosh demonstrated various awarded start-ups at national level by 

students and interestingly presented how to think out of box to identify 

seed of innovation (problem) and to explore economically beneficial 

solution. 
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Fighting Corona with Creativity,  

Online Inter-College Competition BBMKU, Dhanbad 

We are in the era of an unprecedented global crisis due 
to COVID-19 which confronts the education system with 
new and massive challenges. The management of 
stress, anxiety, or distress among students and teachers 
during such a crisis is a complex affair that requires 
individual and institutional responses involving 
interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary approaches. 
We at P.K. Roy Memorial College believe in the 
philosophy of ‘turning crisis into opportunity’ and keep 
looking for innovations for creative solutions. We 
realized that however our students and faculties are in 
a locked-down stage; their creativities are unlocked and 
rather oozing out of every pore. And this made us 
launch an online competition ‘Fighting Corona With 
Creativity’ comprising various types of events such as 
Essay, Story, Slogan, Poem writing, Painting, Rangoli, 
Quiz, etc. 
It gives me great pleasure to share with you that the 
online competition drew tremendous response from 
the students of almost all colleges and departments of 
the University. The degree of their creativity was 
unbelievably high and it was really hard to choose the 
winner when there were so many amazing entries. This 
event has motivated us to bring many more creative 
and innovative events in the coming days. 
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BY - DR DHANANJAY KUMAR SINGH 
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Games and Sports are essential for 
both physical and mental development of the 
students. Moreover, it boosts the immunity 
of people as it increases the blood flow in the 
body and makes it adaptable for exertion. 
The students of P K Roy Memorial College are 
highly motivated towards games and sports. 
Time to time they secures medals and prizes 
at different platform. 

BY – DR ASHOK MANDAL 



 क ुं डलिया -छुं द 

पादपकापोषणकरें , बहुलिलधदें गेछााँि।  

अबभीयलदचेतेनही ुं , जानिगेगीदााँि।।  

जानिगेगीदााँि  ,धरापरलिषबरसेगा  , 

ब ाँद - ब ाँदपानीकोतबजनजनतरसेगा  , 

कहेलिनतदेिेन्द्र  , नमारेत मकोआतप।  

कोलिशतकसबिोग ,िगाएाँ इकइकपादप।।  

धरतीपरहोअनिरत  ,प्राणिाय सुंचार।  

चहुुंलदशहररयािीरहे   ,पक्षीकरें लिहार।।  

पक्षीकरें लिहार  ,पपीहाकोयिचहके  , 

स ुंदरस्वच्छस गुंलधत  ,उपिनमहमहमहके  , 

कहेलिनतदेिेन्द्र   ,हमारापोषणकरती।  

मरुथिबनतीजाय  ,हाययहप्यारीधरती।।  

 

#लिश्वपयाािरणलदिस  
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